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Susanna Mittermaier is a psychologist

and author of the #1 International

Bestselling book, “Pragmatic Psychology:

Practical Tools for Being Crazy Happy.”

As a worldwide speaker, Susanna is a

leader who offers a new paradigm on

psychology and therapy called Pragmatic

Psychology. Susanna is also a trained

Access Consciousness Facilitator

teaching her work all over the world. She

has cofacilitated advanced classes with

Access Consciousness founder, Gary

Douglas.

Susanna has been featured in magazines

such as TV soap, Women’s Weekly,

Empowerment Channel Voice America,

Om Times, Motherpedia, Newstalk New

Zealand and Holistic Bliss. She has been

interviewed on multiple radio programs,

has hosted her own radio show and has

been seen on television as an expert

guest.

Pragmatic psychologist Susanna

Mittermaier is known for her revolutionary

perspective on mental illness and for

inspiring people all over the world to

access the greatness they are beyond

abuse and disease. Susanna offers a

different, healing perspective on pain and

suffering. She unveils people’s sheer

brilliance, and guides others to see

problems and difficulties instead as

possibilities and potent choices.

She lets the world know that depression,

anxiety, ADHD, autism and every other

mental illness is a capacity that has not

been acknowledged and can easily be

turned into creating ones ́ life greater

than can be imagined.

Growing up in Vienna, Austria, she

learned she had an enormous capacity to

facilitate lightness, joy and ease in a

unique and profoundly healing way.

www.susannamittermaier.com



PRAGMATIC PSYCHOLOGY

Practical Tools For Being Crazy Happy

Everyone has at least one 'crazy' person in

their life, right (even if it's ourselves!)? And

there are a lot of labels and diagnoses out

there - depression, anxiety, ADD, ADHD,

bipolar, schizophrenia... What if there was a

different possibility with mental illness - and

what if change and happiness were a totally

available reality? Susanna is a clinical

psychologist with an amazing capacity to

facilitate what this reality often defines as

crazy from a totally different point of view -

one of possibility and ease. What if

everything is the opposite of what it appears

to be? What if you could employ and enjoy

your insanity (and that of the people around

you?) and create more ease for you and

others - if you had the tools to change this

reality's point of view about mental illness,

would you use them?
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ADVANCED PRAGMATIC

PSYCHOLOGY

Many of us were not taught how to create

our lives at all; let alone creating it with joy

and ease, but if you are willing to be

pragmatic, if you are willing to do what

works for you, you can go beyond the drama

and trauma and into a world of possibilities

greater than you have ever imagined.

This book is filled with tips and tools that will

empower you to choose and create that.

What is Advanced Pragmatic Psychology?

With the amount of drama, trauma, upset

and intrigue that exist in relationships, work,

and finances many of us have taken the point

of view that life is difficult to navigate and

something to overcome. Would you like to

be a part of a different possibility? A

possibility in which you wake up every

morning with the joy of being alive and

create the life that you desire faster and with

more ease than you can imagine. 

Susanna Mittermaier, founder of Pragmatic

Psychology and author of Pragmatic

Psychology, Practical Tools for Being Crazy

Happy and Gary Douglas, founder of Access

Consciousness and author of multiple books

all designed to empower you to know what is

true for you and to create everything you

desire in life, invite you in this book to go

beyond every lie and limitation of life and

living into the joyful adventure it can be. 



"Once you go to the question, everything

becomes possible. It is the speed of space.

It is the awareness of being. Yes, it is intense

and uncomfortable, because awareness is

not comfortable. Comfortable is the stupidity

you use to make yourself feel fine about

being screwed up."

 

What if ease, joy and glory were the new

normal for you… if you choose.

Awareness is the ultimate source of total

relaxation because you never have to

question anything when you know. You never

have to doubt yourself when you know. You

never have to ask whether you are choosing

right or wrong when you know. Full

awareness and full knowing come with total

relaxation.
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WHO IS HENRY
A Peackock's Tale

Henry is different. He always has been.

Convinced that there must be something

wrong with him for not being like the others

he started on a journey to find himself. What

he found showed up totally different than he

thought.
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FAIRYTALE FAMILY

Some people love their family, some hate

them, some can’t be bothered. Whatever it

means to you, it’s likely your family

relationships have shaped you and your

perspective of who you are. In Fairytale

Family, pragmatic psychologist, Susanna

Mittermaier lifts the lid on the limitations of

your most foundational relationships, and

asks:

“What else is possible for you? Who are you

beyond the familiarity of your life and

limitations? Who are you beyond your

relationships?”

“Most people have no idea who they are

beyond their families.”

For a lucky few, family means acceptance,

ease and possibility. However, for most

people, family is strongly associated with

struggle, hardship and limitation. According

to Mittermaier, these family dynamics can

compel you to create stories around – and

about – yourself; stories that you come to

believe in, and that limit the way you live out

the rest of your life.

“People think that stories are what define

them. Their stories become who they are”,

she explains. “In this way, the past becomes

a reference point that determines how the

present and the future will be.”



redefine you without the habits built upon

family relationships

move beyond judgement, drama and

trauma

go above your upbringing and be the

greatness you are

find out who you are beyond who you

have decided you are

“How are you using your past? As a reason

and justification for why you do not have a

choice? Or as a gift that tells you more about

what is possible?” In Fairytale Family,

Mittermaier provides practical tools to help

you:

Susanna Mittermaier is the founder of

Pragmatic Psychology, author of the #1

international bestselling book, Pragmatic

Psychology - Practical Tools for Being Crazy

Happy, and certified facilitator for several

special programs by Access

Consciousness®. Featured on TV and

magazines like Forbes, Susanna is a highly

sought-after public speaker, Susanna offers

a new paradigm of psychology called

Pragmatic Psychology and is known for her

ability to transform people’s problems and

difficulties into possibilities and powerful

choices.

Sales and distribution by

Access Consciousness Publishing

Published November 2019

ISBN 978-1-63493-318-6

Also available as an eBook



From Chapter 3 of Pragmatic Psychology

Change Can Be Easy And Fast - Not Only For Americans

There are many people who say that they desire a better life and that they would

like to get over their problems except many of them lie. They have no interest in

getting over anything. In fact they enjoy their suffering. It took me a while to

realize that. I had the illusion that once somebody tells me that they desire to

change, they mean it. Oh boy, was I mistaken. I had to find out the hard way that I

had to ask a question before every session. ”Truth, does this person really desire to

change?” Giving up your “insanity,” which is what people use to define and limit

themselves, takes a lot of courage.

Many people would rather keep their “insanity” as it makes them feel connected to

this reality. Being “insane” keeps you within the spectrum of normality. Letting go

of that allows you to be totally off the scale, to be the total deviant or “freak” you

truly are—outside of the confines of the status quo. Problems: simply a matter of

choice. Asking the question as to whether my clients really would like a greater life

allowed me to see that many people enjoy their problems and their “insanity.” It

works for them. It is who they think they are and how they make their lives work.

They are functional with their depression and anxieties.

Once I did not have any judgments about it and did not force change upon my

clients, my work became a lot easier and my clients had the choice to change or

not. Many of my clients became aware of the fact that they had no desire to get

over their depression. They allowed themselves to receive that awareness and

learned to not judge their choice. That created another possibility; it planted a

seed that could grow into a greater reality when they chose. Becoming aware of

one’s choice to not change and to be depressed is such a great gift. There is

nothing wrong with that. It’s just a choice. Ask yourself: Truth, do I truly desire to

get over my problems? What did you become aware of by asking that question?

Let us use that awareness and ask more questions. If you become aware that up

until now you did not truly desire to change your problems, ask: What is the value

of holding on to my problems?



How to Deal with Stress

Getting Free from Guilt

Ease with Family and Loved

Ones

Relationships: Compromise or

Choose What you Desire and

Deserve?

Receiving: Are You Always the

Giver? How to Receive.

Mental Illness: An Undiscovered

Superpower

Get Over Being Normal and Tap

into the True Brilliance of You

If You Think you are Wrong,

Could You Really Be Strong?

Using Your Genuine Difference

to Be Irresistible

How to Get Out Of Your Own

Way

Why it’s Okay to Be Different.

Turn Your Past and Problems

Into Choice and Contribution to

Changing Your Life

Other subjects addressing:

Psychology, relationships, money,

and the relationship with the body.



Losing Your Mind in 30 Minutes or Less

https://youtu.be/XdzDqBBJ7CE

Out of the prison called anxiety!

https://youtu.be/gOApapefd_I

Pragmatic Psychology - Being Happy

in an Unhappy World

https://youtu.be/WZFIqJ9uV68
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https://www.besteveryou.com/post/leader-of-the-future-be-a-change-agent-in-your-corner-of-

the-world

https://www.besteveryou.com/post/the-new-world-order-superpowers-perfectionism-anxiety-it-s-

time-tostart-living-without-limit

https://www.besteveryou.com/post/how-to-handle-perfectionism-and-lower-the-risk-of-anxiety-

anddepression

https://www.besteveryou.com/post/the-ties-between-perfectionism-and-depression

https://www.besteveryou.com/post/parents-beware-how-to-reduce-the-risk-of-raising-a-

perfectionist
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/womensmedia/2018/08/14/how-to-free-yourself-from-

perfectionism-andactivate-greater-success/#793310a33da1
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https://theglasshammer.com/2018/10/23/6-ways-to-mentor-others-to-change-their-trajectory-

and-yours

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-author-speaks/201901/practical-tools-being-

crazy-happy
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Psychologist

Founder of the revolutionary New

Paradigm Pragmatic Psychology

International Keynote-Speaker

International Best Selling Author

Radio Show Host on one of

Americas Leading Radio Stations

Access Consciousness Facilitator

Email: Info@SusannaMittermaier.com

Phone: + 43 664 655 7652

Websites:

www.SusannaMittermaier.com

pragmaticpsychology.com

www.pragmaticpsychologythebook.com

advancedpragmaticpsychology.com
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